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SHORT STORIES WINNERS 2019
Primary School
Winner

Kindergarten to Year 2
Dare to Dream — Down the Track by Zac Boulet
Jugiong, NSW
__________________

Primary School
Winner

Years 3 to 6
Bush Girl by Mia Lawrence
Port Macquarie, NSW
__________________

Secondary School
Winner

Years 7 to 9
Motorbike Adventure by Holly Regan
Binalong, NSW
__________________

ADULT - Open
Winner

Fournel’s Bouquet by Tony Messenger
Murrumbeena, Vic

CHAMPION POEM (chosen from the above 4 categories)
Bush Girl by Mia Lawrence

Winner Kindergarten to Year 2

Dare to Dream- Down the Track
by Zac Boulet
"Don't go down!" my mum said. But one day I didn't listen and I should have listened.
It was scary, I ran.
Don't dare to even dream of going down that track because I saw a bushranger and he
killed my friend. I ran. He shot my leg. It stung. My mum brought me to the hospital.
They pulled the bullet out. I was in a wheelchair for a long time.
Afterwards my mum was angry. She dragged me to the car.
She was disappointed

Winner Years 3 to 6 and

CHAMPION SHORT STORY FOR
JUGIONG WRITERS’ FESTIVAL 2019

BUSH GIRL
by Mia Lawrence
The frogs are loud in the creek at night, but it doesn’t scare me. Outside has always felt more
like home than inside. I understand the animals, the trees. They’re beautiful, natural things. Not
like the city – loud, chock full of cars and buildings. Here in the bush, it’s just Mum and me in our
little house.
‘Let the animals guide you,’ Mum always says. She’s a vet, and knows what she’s talking about,
so I follow her advice. Wander along the track leading into the scrub, until all the familiar
landmarks, rocks and creeks are gone. Until even the frogs are quiet. I’m not sure how much
time passes but my feet ache and the only sound is the rustle of branches in the wind, twigs
breaking beneath me. People get lost in the bush, but I’ve learnt the land. Know how to follow
the tracks.
Darkness surrounds me and eventually, too tired to walk anymore, I climb a tree. At school, kids
say I’m weird, but I prefer different. I am one with the animals, with nature. I find a fork in the
tree that fits my body comfortably, slump down and close my eyes. Just for a while …
I jolt up into bright light. Where am I? I look into the sky, a hand over my eyes. The sun is
straight above me. Nearly midday. I slide down the tree trunk, running frantically for home. Mum
will think I’m lost, or worse – I need to get back.
As I stumble over rocks and twigs, I find a dribble of running water in an old creek bed. I’m
desperately thirsty. I cup my hands and soothing, cold water flows through my fingers. Then
something moves in my peripheral vision. I turn slightly, as a little head, with two dots for
nostrils, pokes out beneath a low hanging branch.
‘A turtle!’ I whisper.
I creep towards it and reach out. It’s only as big as the palm of my hand. I turn it over, looking at
where its tail meets its shell in a perfect V.
‘You’re a boy!’ I flip him back. ‘I’ll call you Pluto, because you’re so small!’
Then, something tremendously unexpected happens. Pluto nods his head.
‘Pluto?’ Surely I imagined it.
But he cocks his head like he’s waiting for something. And the funny thing is, he isn’t trying to
escape. Pluto seems happy sitting in my hand.
‘Pluto? Can you … hear me?’ I say.
Pluto nods his tiny head again! Is this real?
I place him on the rocky ground and say, ‘Pluto, come here.’
At first, he just blinks at me, then he trots forward on his tiny webbed feet.

‘Wow,’ I breathe.
Eastern long-neck turtles have always been my favourite, but Pluto actually understands me.
‘Do you want to go back to your home?’
Pluto gently nudges his head into my hand, as if to say, ‘I want to stay with you!’
I am communicating with a turtle!
‘Are there others in this dry creek?’ I ask.
Pluto looks in the direction of the tree branch, so I lower him and he waddles towards it. A
moment later, a handful of turtles pop their heads out from beneath the branch, forming a
pyramid shape as they emerge, with Pluto at the front! He’s the smallest in the gang and I laugh
at the sight of them.
They all crawl onto the bank of the creek and look at me expectantly.
‘What is it?’
They turn towards the track at the same time, like they’re trying to tell me something.
‘You want to walk somewhere?’ I say. ‘Not enough water, is that it?’
All six heads nod at once.
‘Let’s do it then.’ I beckon to them. ‘There’s a deep creek that runs alongside my house. It’ll be
perfect.’
We set out along the dirt track, but their pace is slow. We have to stop frequently for them to
have a drink. As the sun slides down the sky, I realise how hungry I am! I haven’t eaten in
almost a day, so I carry the turtles to hurry us up.
They’re surprisingly heavy for such little creatures, and the largest one is cutting my circulation. I
nudge him, asking if he could shift his weight a little. He kindly does. It would be a rather
amusing sight for someone just walking past – a young girl, in the middle of nowhere, with an
armful of turtles!
I’m almost home when I pass an empty turtle shell beside the track.
‘Oh no,’ I whisper.
Pluto wakes and spots the shell. He tucks his head in. He doesn’t want to see. He knows what
happens if they don’t find water.
I rush past two boulders near my house, up the hill and across the stepping stones, before
kicking on the front door.
‘Mum!’
‘Clara?’ The door flings open, and Mum nearly knocks me over with a hug. ‘Where have you
been? Are you hurt?’
We both look down at my armful of shells.
‘What’s with the turtles?’ She sounds alarmed.
‘I found them in a dry creek. They need water,’ I say.
‘Oh Clara,’ Mum says, ‘Always looking out for bush creatures.’

‘It’s more than that,’ I try to explain. ‘They were communicating with me.
I was asking questions and they were answering.’
She smiles. ‘I think you’ve been without water, too.’
‘No, watch this! Pluto, want to see your new creek?’
Pluto blinks up at me. Pretending he’s a normal turtle and I’m just a deluded girl.
‘They answered me,’ I say weakly, ‘They did.’
‘Of course they did.’
Mum takes three of the turtles, and we head down to release them in the creek until Pluto’s the
last one left. I lift his tiny face to my lips and kiss him.
‘Goodbye little guy,’ I whisper.
And I swear, he winks at me before diving with a small splash into the deep, shadowy water of
the creek to join his family.

WINNER YEARS 7 TO 9
Motorbike Adventure
by Holly Regan
Vroom, vroom. The motorbike engine softly sounds. I twist the throttle
and the motorbike leaps into action. I push the gear stick up with my
foot. Bump, ow! Bump, bump, ow! Stupid rocks, I did tell Dad to move
them. Down the rocky hillside I ride, going faster and faster; dodging
fallen trees, rocks and even the occasional kangaroo. Nothing can stop
me and my motorbike!
Well almost nothing… The red light on the fuel tank was flashing, I
was nearly out of fuel, I might not make it back to the house! I revved
the throttle struggling to regain hope. “What if I don’t make it? What if I
get stranded here in the middle of God knows what paddock and I’m
left to rot with my trusty (most of the time) 1 10 Honda?” All these
useless, dream crushing, negative thoughts were creeping closer and
closer to the bright red GIVE UP button in the bottom right hand
corner of my brain.
But Positive Pete wouldn’t give up that easily. He pushed and
heaved Negative Nellie until she was at the back of my mind in her
rightful place. “I can make it, I will make it!” Encouraging, positive
thoughts were becoming louder and louder in my head. I raced to the
house as fast as my motorbike could go. The house gate was roughly 50
metres away. But my motorbike wasn’t looking too good. It was
spluttering and coughing smoke everywhere. I turned her off and on
again, but that didn’t help. I sat down defeated when suddenly a
thought popped into my head. “What about kickstart?” I hadn’t thought
of that one yet. Oh I hoped it would work, it just had to work.
I kicked out the foot rest connected to the lever, I pushed down
hard, Vroom, vroom. There was the sound I knew so well. I rode up to
the house and had just enough fuel to reach the fuel tank before I
couldn’t go any further.
The sun shone through my bedroom windows teasing my eyelids to
open, they fluttered open slowly. I ran downstairs, “Hey Mum, I just
had the best dream!”

WINNER ADULT OPEN
Fournel’s Bouquet
by Tony Messenger
I’m tightly bound, pushed against my colleagues as though we’re peak hour commuters, daisies,
spray roses, forget-me-nots and Queen Anne’s lace, clasped at the stem and forced to share
space with common ivy and leather fern, bonded together by a cheap elastic band. To highlight
my individuality, I’m placed in wrapping paper, meagre orange and purple crepe paper,
translucent as ageing skin, surrounded by reflective foil, and perfected with a wisp of celebratory
ribbon. I dream of grand things.
My temporary home a $0.96c plastic bucket from Bunnings, perched alongside similar looking
bouquets and a sign announcing FRESH $20.
I sight my new owner a block away, nervously shuffling, hands in pockets, tousled hair and eyes
that shift restlessly from side to side, taking in the surroundings like a lizard lapping up the first
rays of Spring sunshine.
My potential purchaser walks through the glass door marked

and asks, “what can I buy for…. umm $10”. My creator shrugs and adds with a hearty laugh
“sorry, cheapest we’ve got is over there…$20”. My rescuer approaches, pauses, I can hear the
thoughts, tick-tock, a metronome of contemplation, fumbles through a wallet, counts and
recounts the banknotes, pauses, shrugs again and indelicately drags me from my pail.
My hero takes me into a new world of discovery, a busy boulevard, still avoiding eye contact
with passers-by, a severe paranoia has descended, everybody must be speculating about the
flower carrying teenager.
For somebody in hospital?
For someone’s mother?
A thank you for tutoring?
We stand on a busy corner, waiting…and waiting, edgy glances at the watch every thirty
seconds.
Sympathy?
A date?
An apology?
Unexpectedly I’m thrust forward, nervous lips mumbling “for you” whilst the sweaty palms
release their vice like grip to allow an unassuming petite set of fingers to slowly, delicately
envelope my stems. “Thank you” and an apprehensive twitch of the mouth, a half smile, half
grimace, gracious yet cautious, a look as though they’d just been served an undercooked
chicken fillet by their senile grandmother. No sweet embrace, this must be a first date.
A movie, corny, I’m not into blockbusters, nor romances, more arthouse style for me. The muted

tones of the spray roses are concealed in the darkness, the glow of the green EXIT light
highlight the fern’s fronds and waxy ivy leaves. My purchaser and date rise whilst the titles are
still scrolling, leaving me behind on an adjacent seat. I didn’t notice if they were holding hands.
I’d dreamt of grander things.
Rescued by the usher I snuggle into the folds of their lap, I’m on the train, a trip back to the
usher’s house. Looking out the window into the darkness, there is nothing to be seen, the
reflective glass highlighting what is inside the carriage, the fluorescent lights camouflaging any
chance of discerning anything of note outside. A daydream about me; why was I left behind?
who gave me to another? why was I ignored? had it turned out badly? I should be grateful, I’m
bringing a little joy to a new owner.
Placed in a recycled jam jar, I rapidly slurp the water. I’m parched. It’s been a long time since I
had a nourishing refreshment. The blue of my forget-me-nots, and the white lace of Queen
Anne, set off a nice balance for the tacky beige and pink wallpaper from the 1970’s. My
guardian angel seems agitated, thinking about the last time they’d been given flowers, the failed
relationships, had they ever felt close to anybody? Loved? Desired? The lights are switched out
and I can hear through the paper-thin walls a restive, fidgety attempt to sleep. I’ve brought back
unwanted memories, madeleines to haunt the night hours. Melancholy haunting the gloom, the
roving shadows of lace curtains playing a puppet show on the walls, creating images of beasts
and freaks. I’d dreamt of grander things.
Grey skin, baggy eyelids and a gait that announces a night of minimal sleep, if I didn’t know
better, I’d swear there’s a hangover involved. Discarded by the bleary-eyed cinema worker I
now sit atop a council rubbish bin, thirsty and alone. I watch the dark suited workers heading
into uniform office blocks, mechanically entering and exiting revolving doors, oblivious to my
plight.
A glint in the eye, reflecting the bright sunlight and the wisps of clouds, every wrinkle in the face
converted into a joyous contradiction. I’m picked up and closely examined, tucked under an arm
and taken at a leisurely pace to a car. Placed on the passenger seat, I watch the concrete
dissolve into urban townhouses which eventually dissolve into farmland. A small hamlet, barely
a town, more a speck on a map, a place the freeways avoid, where every second shopfront
displays a “To Let” sign and then the outskirts, a small cemetery. Weather beaten headstones
evoking memories of a bygone era, a time of hardship and toil. Marble monuments decreeing
the lives of locals 100 years gone, rusted picket fences declaring the boundaries of each passed
away resident. “In Memory Of…” over and over again; who now stores those memories? Are
they gone too, also buried six feet under?
On the periphery a newer section, smaller, less grand memorials, blocks simply declaring a
name and some dates, birth and death. I’m placed carefully on the ground next to one of these
markers, whilst my latest rescuer tidies, picking up stray leaves, uprooting small weeds, and
lovingly wiping the stone of any dust. I’m placed in a small jar next to the headstone, whilst my
hero mutters a lament, or is it a prayer, or simply a memory? My salvager turns and slowly
retreats, not looking over a shoulder, not stalling, simply marching toward an unknown future.
I rest.

